Phosphate-induced-1 gene from Eucalyptus
(EgPHI-1) enhances osmotic stress tolerance
in transgenic tobacco
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ABSTRACT. Environmental stresses such as drought, freezing, and
high salinity induce osmotic stress in plant cells. The plant response to
osmotic stress involves a number of physiological and developmental
changes, which are made possible, in part, by the modulation of the
expression of specific genes. Phosphate-induced-1 gene (PHI-1)
was first isolated from phosphate-treated phosphate-starved tobacco
cell cultures as a stress-inducible gene, which is presumably related
to intracellular pH maintenance; however, the role of the PHI-1 gene
product has not yet been clarified. A gene encoding a predicted protein
with high similarity to tobacco PHI-1, named EgPHI-1, was previously
identified in Eucalyptus by comparative transcriptome analysis
of xylem cells from species of contrasting phenotypes for wood
quality and growth traits. Here, we show that the overexpression of
EgPHI-1 in transgenic tobacco enhances tolerance to osmotic stress. In
comparison with wild-type plants, EgPHI-1 transgenic plants showed
a significant increase in root length and biomass dry weight under
NaCl-, polyethylene glycol, and mannitol-induced osmotic stresses.
The enhanced stress tolerance of transgenic plants was correlated
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with increased endogenous protein levels of the molecular chaperone
binding protein BiP, which in turn was correlated with the EgPHI-1
expression level in the different transgenic lines. These results provide
evidence about the involvement of EgPHI-1 in osmotic stress tolerance
via modulation of BiP expression, and pave the way for its future use
as a candidate gene for engineering tolerance to environmental stresses
in crop plants.
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